JUNE / JULY
SPECIALTY CLINIC

JUNE

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Shawn Scholten, PhD (3, 10, 17, 24)
Dayton Vogel, PhD (4, 11, 18, 25)

CARDIOLOGY
Andrea Meekins, PA (3)
Jeremy Scott, MD (19)

DERMATOLOGY
Indy Chabra, MD (12)

EARS, NOSE & THROAT
Stephanie Burger, MD (4, 18, 25)
Jessica Bowman, ARNP (11)
Kurtis Korver, MD - surgery only (7, 14, 21, 28)

GENERAL SURGERY
Jian-zhe Cao, MD (4, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 21, 24, 25)
Nicholas Mouw, MD (10, 12, 13, 17, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27)
Shahid Naqvi, MD (6, 20, 27)

NEPHROLOGY
David Solomon Chua, MD (17)

NEUROLOGY
Jon Grudem, MD (7)
James Case, MD (13)

NEURO SURGERY
Grant Shumaker, MD (21)

ONCOLOGY
Donald Wender, MD (28)

OPHTHALMOLOGY
Gregory Osmundson, MD (6, 18)

ORTHOPEDICS
Brian Johnson, MD (3, 17, 24)
Raymond Sherman, MD (5, 12, 19, 26)

PAIN CLINIC
Gary Tillman, ARNP (25)

PEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGY
Eric Towe, MD (20)

PODIATRY
Sara Oelke, DPM (13, 27)

UROLOGY
Craig Block, MD (6, 12, 19, 26)
Matthew Witte (6)

VEIN CLINIC
Lornell Hansen, MD (27, 28)

JULY

ALLERGY
R. Maclean Smith, MD (9)

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Shawn Scholten, PhD (1, 8, 15, 22, 29)
Dayton Vogel, PhD (2, 16, 23, 30)

CARDIOLOGY
Andrea Meekins, PA (1)
Jeremy Scott, MD (30)

DERMATOLOGY
Indy Chabra, MD (10)

EARS, NOSE & THROAT
Stephanie Burger, MD (2, 16, 23, 30)
Jessica Bowman, ARNP (9)
Kurtis Korver, MD - surgery only (5, 12, 19, 26)

GENERAL SURGERY
Jian-zhe Cao, MD (1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 22, 26, 29, 30)
Nicholas Mouw, MD (1, 3, 8, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 22, 24, 25, 29, 31)
Shahid Naqvi, MD (11, 18, 25)

NEUROLOGY
Jon Grudem, MD (5, 11)
James Case, MD (18)

ONCOLOGY
Donald Wender, MD (28)

OPHTHALMOLOGY
Gregory Osmundson, MD (16)

ORTHOPEDICS
Brian Johnson, MD (1, 8, 15, 25, 29)
Raymond Sherman, MD (10, 17, 24, 31)

PAIN CLINIC
Gary Tillman, ARNP (9, 23)

PODIATRY
Sara Oelke, DPM (11, 25)

UROLOGY
Craig Block, MD (3, 24, 31)

VEIN CLINIC
Lornell Hansen, MD (25, 26)

Call Central Scheduling at (712) 722-8134 to schedule an appointment.

For follow up appointments with Dr. Johnson, Dr. Sherman, Dr. Case, Dr. Grudem, or Dr. Shumaker please call CNOS at (605) 217-2667.

Schedule subject to change.
Listen to KSOU for any cancellations.